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SHOW 

YOUR 

PASSION

14:23:49:38
PAST AND FUTURE: BOTH ARE 

INVISIBLE. THE EYE SEES 

ONLY THE HERE AND NOW.
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MASTERPIECES. 

WORKS OF ART FOR 

PRECIOUS COLLECTIONS.  

BUBEN&ZORWEG has maintained its presence in the world 

of luxurious interiors for more than 20 years. Fascinating

FINE TIMEPIECES, masterpieces of German watch-making 

craftsmanship, are eye-catching attractions in high-quality 

salons and business premises that cater for the passionate 

watch collector. For many years now the OBJECTS OF TIME® 

have been the fi rst choice for protecting and presenting 

valuable items in an adequate environment.

Nearly always present: TIME MOVER®, the watch winder that leads 

the market and grants automatic watches a long life thanks to 

its outstanding qualities. And ever since BUBEN&ZORWEG took 

on the subject of the safe with the same passion for innovation 

and design that helped write the company‘s success story, many 

passionate collectors have experienced their favorite items in a 

completely new way: reassuringly safe against the background of 

certifi ed German security technology. And impressively presented  

to the eyes of all who enjoy the privilege of admiring such rarities.

BESPOKE SOLUTIONS

A keen interest in customized solutions has always been a part of 

the company‘s customer-oriented philosophy. Be it the tailored 

integration in the interior of a luxury yacht or the protection of 

a valuable collection in a chalet. Whether the value-preserving 

presentation of favorite pieces had to be integrated in the digni-

fi ed surroundings of a grandiose palace or futuristic architecture 

demanded a design of equal extravagance... BUBEN&ZORWEG 

encountered a growing number of challenges that put the com-

pany‘s know-how and passion for innovation to the test.

It was by no means just lovers of fi ne timepieces who recognized 

the innate potential of this unique combination of new ideas, 

powerfully sensitive design, certifi ed  security technology and 

a devotion to detail. Collectors of artifacts, weapons, jewelry, 

documents and many other items sought and found solutions 

for their respective passion on the basis of the reputation that 
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BUBEN&ZORWEG had acquired in the world of luxurious living.

The modules developed by BUBEN&ZORWEG for the passionate 

collector create fascinating possibilities for seamlessly integrat-

ing modular options for presenting and/or safekeeping valuables 

into the collector‘s surroundings. Interior architects and design-

ers use masterpieces from the BUBEN&ZORWEG manufactory to 

create fl exible concepts in luxurious surroundings, tailor-made to 

suit the specifi c requirements of the discerning customer.

SECURITY AS A WAY OF LIFE

Safes with VdS-certifi ed security technology and a high-end in-

terior (for instance: hand-stitched coverings made out of fi nest 

italien nappa leather) that can be adapted to suit the collection 

in question.

 Presentation modules that show off precious items whilst af-

fording them the best possible protection (for instance through 

electronically controlled LED lighting systems in combination 

with crystal-clear security glass). Innovative details that turn an 

encounter with masterpieces of German craftsmanship into a 

sensual experience. The impressive ritual that ensues when the 

safe opens to celebrate the presentation of the values con-

cealed inside it. The sensuous pleasure of tracing the design 

with one‘s fi ngertips as they glide over exquisite materials. The 

option of customizing modules through the owner‘s personal 

touches ... monograms, logos, etc.

The uncompromising dedication the House of BUBEN&ZORWEG 

and its core competencies of innovation, design and master 

craftsmanship create unique works of art for the luxurious 

interior. It may well be the reason why we have developed such 

a keen sense for the needs and wants of the discerning collector 

and the passionate lover of exclusive values.
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PRIVATE 

MUSEUM
HIGH SECURITY PRESENTATION

Private, sometimes even exceptionally private collections of pre-

cious collector’s pieces demand to be presented in an ambiance 

that is on a par with the standards of international museums 

when it comes to esthetic appeal and security technology. 

The PRIVATE MUSEUM from BUBEN&ZORWEG puts precious 

watches, jewelry, works of art and rare collector’s items proudly 

on display whilst keeping them perfectly safe and sound. 

An electromechanical system silently lowers the high-security re-

inforced glass (either crystal clear or spy mirror glass) to provide 

open access to the valuable collection. But there again not quite: 

an integrated laser grid protects from unauthorized access even 

when the safe is open and raises the built-in alarm immediately.

The lighting system is very fl exible and incorporates the most 

up-to-date LED technology.

The cabinet is made of solid stainless steel with integrated 

fl ame-retardant materials. Its overall weight of 400 kg is 

statement enough.

The high-security locking system was adopted from 

BUBEN&ZORWEG’s luxury safes and is of course certifi ed 

by the VdS (Association of German Insurance Companies). 

Operation via fi ngerprint scanning is very user-friendly. 

German engineering and craftsmanship rolled into one.

The newly developed high-end speaker system (2,500 watts) 

satisfi es the most discerning demands and is a very special 

additional highlight. Music from the “Quantum Extreme” with 

loudspeakers that can be recessed into the wall enhances 

the unique pleasure to be gained from a private and exclusive 

collection. 
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FACTS

·  High-security glass, bullet-proof 

and extreme resistant against 

mechanical attacks, 22 mm 

thickness

·  Stainless steel housing, 

fi re-resistant insulation

·  German VdS certifi ed biometric 

fi ngerprint locking system, de-

veloped for high-security safes

·  Integrated Laser curtain, pre-

vents unauthorized access in 

open condition

·  Inbuilt alarm system, interface to 

the house alarm system

·  Vertical, electromechanical 

opening & closing mechanism 

which moves the high-security 

glass extremely silent, German 

industrial standard

·  State-of-the-art, adjustable LED 

lighting technology with fading 

function

·  Interior in fi nest black velour

·  Bespoke interior options are 

available (for details see page 24)

TECHNICAL DATA

·  Inner showcase dimensions: 

800 x 1280 mm, variable depth 

from 200-500 mm (for details 

see page 24)

·  400 kg

·  Mains Operation

OPTIONS

FRAME

high gloss black, semi gloss black, 

hand-polished aluminium black

various colours are available

INTERIOR

Velour black or white

GLASS

optional explosion-proof or fi re 

resistant, optional two-way 

mirror glass for every version



GRAND 

COLLECTOR 

INBUILT
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HIGH SECURITY SAFE 

AND PRESENTATION SYSTEM



07:56:28:00
TIME FOR GOOD THOUGHTS IS TIME 

WELL-SPENT. THINGS WELL-THOUGHT 

OUT PREVENT MISTAKES.
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GRAND 
COLLECTOR 
INBUILT

It is often the understatement that emphasizes unique values 

in a unique way. The Grand Collector Inbuilt is all but reserved, 

a totally reliable protector of the most precious items in the 

life of the passionate collector. 

The features of this masterpiece of German craftsmanship are 

nothing short of pure luxury. The interior: fi nest Italian nappa 

leather. The doors: impact-proof, electronically protected 

security glass available either as spy mirror glass or highly 

transparent glass. The equipment: TIME MOVER® for precious 

automatic watches, drawers with customizable inserts for 

jewels, documents, secrets… 

The integrated safe – completely trustworthy. Certifi ed Ger-

man Security Class VdS I; eight locking bolts; redundant elec-

tronic locking system. Made in Germany, of course. That’s how 

trust is built. You know what you own. And you know it’s safe.

GRAND COLLECTOR

INBUILT – FACTS

· 26 TIME MOVER® and 2 drawers 

(8 of the TIME MOVER® units in 

the safe) (bespoke options are 

available)

· BUBEN&ZORWEG safe SI-80 

(for details see page 23)

· BUBEN&ZORWEG signature 

clock with a stainless steel bezel

· Hand-crafted housing

· Interior in fi nest Italian nappa 

leather

· 2 storage drawers (for details 

see page 24)

· State-of-the-art LED lighting 

technology with fading function

· Electronic lock with code input

· Finest German craftsmanship

TECHNICAL DATA

 

· 1886 x 568 x 539 mm 

(for details see page 23)

· 250 kg

· Mains Operation

DOORS

Two-way mirror glass or 

Tinted glass

Ebony Grigio High gloss or 

Macassar High gloss

Leather black or white

Croco imprint

Leather black or white

Highgloss black or white

various colours are available

GRAND COLLECTOR

INBUILT – LIGHTS OFF

GRAND COLLECTOR

INBUILT – LIGHTS ON
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09:00:02:58
EVERY STEP HAS ITS OWN TIME. 

THE RIGHTS STEPS AT THE 

RIGHT TIME LEAD TO SUCCESS.
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X-007 INBUILT

The safest safe that only those in the know will recognize it for 

what it is. When closed the X-007 – this globally unique innova-

tion from BUBEN&ZORWEG – appears somehow mysterious… 

the fascinating appearance of beautifully crafted exquisite mate-

rials. Like a work of art that is self-referential. All the more so if it 

is the Inbuilt version.

When the proud owner operates the high-security PAXOS system 

originally developed for Swiss banks and the X-007 rises from 

the depths and reveals its character, it is like being in a secret 

agent fi lm. 

Luxurious leather surrounds the items safely secured inside the 

X-007 and highlighted by LEDs: Rare automatic watches care-

fully maintained by TIME MOVER® units, jewelry and accessories 

in sublimely clad drawers, all those things only very few should 

know about… all safe and sound inside the X-007. VdS II certifi ed. 

A safe like this… unique. 

X-007 – FACTS

· High-security safe with VdS II
(German Security Certifi cation)

·  Worldwide unique opening

mechanism

·  Patented safe wall construction

from RELASTAN®

·  High-security PAXOS® 

compact locking system

·  Connectible to the home 

alarm system

·  State-of-the-art LED lighting

with fading technology

·  Lockable security glass door

with high-security lock

·  Emergency crank for opening

the safe in the event of a power 

failure

·  Bespoke interior options are 

available (for details see page 22)

TECHNICAL DATA

· Closed: 1200 x 744 x 612 mm 

(for details see page 22)

· Open: 2000 x 744 x 612 mm 

(for details see page 22)

· 580 kg

· Mains Operation

LID DESIGN

Black lacquer / hand polished 

stainless steel with emblem

Black lacquer / hand polished

stainless steel

Veneer / Gold

Nearly every material can be 

used for designing your 

bespoke X-007 lid

INTERIOR COLOUR (LEATHER)

black / diablo

white / ivory

various colours are available

HIGH SECURITY SAFE



MAGNUM

INBUILT

14:03:15:87
TO STEM THE VALUE OF PERMANENCE 

AGAINST THE FLOW OF TIME… SUCH 

STRENGTH

16

HIGH SECURITY SAFE
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MAGNUM – FACTS

· High-security safe with VdS I 

(German Security Certifi cation) 

· Electronic German high security 

locking system

· Unique “Pull & Slide” opening 

and closing mechanism with an 

extendible interior

· State-of-the-art LED lighting 

with fading technology

· Interior in fi nest black Velour

· Hidden compartments behind 

the TIME MOVER® modules

· Storage drawers for watches, 

jewellery, documents and other 

valuable items

· Bespoke interior options are 

available (for details see page 23)

· Finest German craftsmanship

TECHNICAL DATA

· 1290 x 1187 x 695 mm 

(for details see page 23)

· 650 kg

· Mains Operation

MAGNUM INBUILT

When BUBEN&ZORWEG bring their passion for innovation, their 

never-before-seen bold designs and the know-how of perfect 

craftsmanship together in sublime masterpieces, it is done for 

a single purpose: to create a unique object that will bring its 

owner joy and satisfaction. 

Only few can call themselves the proud owner of a MAGNUM 

safe. Even in the world of luxury it is an incomparable experience 

to see how the heavy doors gently pull back into the interior as 

if drawn by an invisible hand instead of swinging outwards. 

The German security certifi cate VdS I underscores the atmos-

phere of solid trust that emanates from the MAGNUM the mo-

ment it comes into view. Whatever is entrusted to this master-

piece with the appearance of an erratic block is safe and sound. 

The Inbuilt version of the MAGNUM blends in perfectly with the 

architectural structure of representative residences. A luxurious 

high-security facility rarely seen in this world…
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OPTIONS

FRAME

high gloss black / hand-polished 

stainless steel

 Veneer / Gold

DOORS

 German bull’s neck leather

Macassar high gloss or

walnut burl wood high gloss

High gloss black or white



FACTS

·  Freely combinable 

BUBEN&ZORWEG modules

(for details see page 25)

·  Electronically lockable doors

made of shatter-proof glass in

a metal frame

·  Hand-polished stainless 

steel inlay

·  State-of-the-art LED lighting

technology with fading function

TECHNICAL DATA

·  422 x 422 x 400 mm

(for details see page 25)

·  Mains Operation

INTERIOR MATERIAL

Velours, black or white

Leather, black, white or brown

GLASS DOOR DESIGN

Black Frame/Clear glass or 

Two-way mirror glass

COLLECTOR´S

SALON

Created for lovers of unique treasures: the modules of the Collec-

tor’s Salon. Customizable confi guration supports the ideal pres-

entation of precious pieces. They blend harmoniously into the 

interior design of any luxurious ambiance as if from a single cast.  

Sophisticated LED lighting systems cast an ideal light on 

precious items securely protected from unauthorized access 

behind crystal-clear security glass. 

The safe module locks the most valuable and confi dential 

items in a VdS-certifi ed high-security zone. 

A high-precision FINE TIMEPIECE with a fascinating tourbillon 

averts the risk of losing all feeling of time in the presence of 

exquisite masterpieces. 

Typical BUBEN&ZORWEG: Design. Innovation. 

Mastercraftsmanship.

2020

MODULAR PRESENTATION OBJECT



16:18:52:99
EACH MOMENT IN TIME HOLDS 

ITS OWN SUPRISES. 

ITS OWN OPPORTUNITIES
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2222 TECHNICAL INFORMATION

X-007

> More options are available

Side Drawers for X-007 Inbuilt

Universal 2 drawers

4 Time Mover® 8 Time Mover®

INTERIOR OPTIONS

FOR X-007 INBUILT

Glass cube

9 TIME MOVER®, 3 drawers

21 TIME MOVER®, 1 drawer
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GRAND COLLECTOR INBUILT MAGNUM INBUILT

> More options are available > More options are available

INTERIOR OPTIONS

FOR GRAND COLLECTOR INBUILT

INTERIOR OPTIONS 

FOR MAGNUM INBUILT

16 TIME MOVER® 3 drawers

6 drawers (one drawer contains 

2 drawer inserts)

1 small drawer, 4 large drawers

16 TIME MOVER®, 4 drawers, 

1 hidden compartment

Storage space for document folders,

2 large drawers

48 TIME MOVER®, 

3 hidden compartments
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DRAWER INSERTSPRIVATE MUSEUM

Gentleman

Watches

Jewellery

Cuffl inks

Universal

1686 440148

19
62

Individually selectable for the 

following masterpieces:

· Grand Collector Inbuilt

· X-007 Inbuilt

· Magnum Inbuilt

· Collector’s Salon> More options are available

INTERIOR OPTIONS 

FOR PRIVATE MUSEUM

Universal

6 TIME MOVER®

63 TIME MOVER®

Every version is available with a 

BUBEN&ZORWEG signature clock
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COLLECTOR´S SALON MODULES

Please fi nd detailed information (e.g. data sheets, 3D data, product images, references) on www.buben-zorweg.com

Double Module, World Time Tourbillon Clock, 6 TIME MOVER®

Double Module, Presentation

TIME MOVER® for 16 watches TIME MOVER® for 8 watches

Bar / Presentation module Humidor

TIME MOVER® for 4 watches Presentation Module,

optional rotary plate available 

Storage Module with 3 

individually selectable drawers

Storage Module with 4 

individually selectable drawers
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